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Server Encryption for Data Sharing Web Application
Junpei KAWAMOTO † and Masatoshi YOSHIKAWA†
Web applications provide not only services on the Web but also the place in which the users
share data easily and create new wisdom by collaboration. At the same time application
servers are collecting user data implicitly for render of service. Therefore, users’ privacy data
might be collected by servers. To overcome this problem, in this paper, we propose a system
that encrypts sending data for server and decrypts received data using paring encycription.
Also, our system provides the access control for sharing encrypted data. We also discuss
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f : G×G −→ GT (G : , GT : )
f
f(P a, Q) = f(P,Qa) = f(P,Q)a
f(P1 ∗ P2, Q) = f(P1, Q) · f(P2, Q)
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NA = |{u| u ∈ S and u 6∈ A}|
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n/k ∼ 2 · n/k
187651321
0 ∼ n/k 465138798
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• = preDay
• = preDay
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K = f(Pn+1, P )
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( 1 ) m n1, n2, · · · , nm
G0
( 2 ) G0 n1, n2, n3
l1 G3
( 3 ) Gk nk+1 2
a, b
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100 1 0.7277 0.3251
2 0.7412 0.3145
3 0.7193 0.2424
1000 1 0.7762 0.2703
2 0.7680 0.3333
3 0.7727 0.2513
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